
 

  
 
 

Goals: 

Communicate effectively with chapters 

Participate actively in San Antonio Coordinating Council 
Visit at least nine chapters in 2017-2018 
Prepare for Area 6 Workshop 

• Secure location 

• Invite speakers 

• Share date early 
• Coordinate with San Antonio Coordinating Council 

Assist chapters experiencing difficulties 
Accomplishments and activities related to goals: 

Email distribution list completed, sending regular communication from state, more work is needed here 

with those who will not respond, establishing personal connections through chapter meetings and e-

cards 

Attended every meeting of the SACC 

Visits completed with 7 chapters and 1 more scheduled; 2 to be arranged 

Workshop preparation is at a standstill again due to site negotiations and issues that have occurred with 

nonprofit status and school requirements for funding. The date has been shared across the Area but 

repeat notifications are needed. SACC is willing to assist with sharing elements from the May 5 

Founders’ Day Tea, Remembrance Ceremony, and décor being re-purposed. Four sites have been under 

consideration, but churches are not prepared with sufficient technological support and wireless 

capability and schools are constrained about sharing campuses without receiving a large fee. This 

problem is made more difficult because we are not part of the school districts’ network of organizations 

regularly using sites. Three area school districts have been approached and although the campus leaders 

are willing, constraints of district funding requirements have stopped negotiations.  

Suggestions to Chapters: 

Simplify responsibilities when the chapter is small. Share roles, combine jobs, or eliminate as needed. Do 

not be afraid to ask for help. 

Consider revising chapter rules within state guidelines to allow for access to savings accounts and 

investments, especially when funds are restricted by the chapter or those establishing the fund. Interest 
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is not what it used to be so a requirement to not touch the funds until after a certain percentage of 

interest is achieved is not working for many older and endowed chapters. Problem solving might include 

contacting heirs of those for whom funds are named and revising chapter guidelines according to 

current financial trends. Some chapters are sitting on funds that could be used for chapter development 

but are inaccessible at this time.   

Keep up with treasurer’s reports. Reduce size and complexity of yearbook and newsletter, but be sure to 

produce these two. Use another chapter’s products as templates if needed.   

Promote leadership through opportunities to lead in small ways. Encourage wide participation in 

Coordinating Council business, Joint Council Founders’ Day Tea, conventions (if even for a day), and Area 

6 workshop. Several chapters have expressed concern over a crisis in having leaders ready to serve the 

chapter. Combined leadership is being tried by a few chapters.  

Work on membership development. Think along new lines for potential members. Use the Recruitment 

Plan.  


